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Leading Conversations
Friday at 10 AM Pacific

Tune in

August 04th 2017:Encore: Leadership: Getting to the Heart
of the Matter
Cheryl Esposito welcomes Gary Malkin and Bruce Cryer, CoFounders of What Makes Your Heart Sing? Gary Malkin is an
Emmy® award-winning composer, speaker & educator. Bruce
Cryer is former CEO of HeartMath, the renowned health &
wellness organization, & is Global Director of HeartMath
Healthcare. In college Gary & Bruce pursued their love of the
performing arts. Bruce went onto a successful career on
Broadway. (Then he became a CEO-you know, the typical CEO
career track.) Gary went to Hollywood, becoming an awardwinning music composer for television, film, & commercials.
Their own experienc
Read more
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Featured Guests
Gary Malkin
Gary Malkin is an award-winning composer, public speaker, and performer who
inspires the world to embrace music as a catalyst for emotional intelligence, healing,
and a more meaningful life. His work redefines the role of the music in healthcare,
long-term care, and corporate America. A multiple Emmy, Clio, and ASCAP award
recipient, Gary has spent three decades composing music for film, television,
commercials and socially responsible documentaries, preparing him to create
innovative musical solutions for many of the challenges facing our society. Through the
life-affirming company Wisdom of the World, he and music healing pioneer Michael
Stillwater co-created the globally acclaimed CD/bo
Read more

Bruce Cryer
Bruce Cryer and Gary Malkin, Co-Founders of What Makes Your Heart Sing? Gary
Malkin is an Emmy® award-winning composer, speaker & educator. Bruce Cryer is
former CEO of HeartMath, the renowned health & wellness organization, & is Global
Director of HeartMath Healthcare. In college Gary & Bruce pursued their love of the
performing arts. Bruce went onto a successful career on Broadway. (Then he became
a CEO-you know, the typical CEO career track.) Gary went to Hollywood, becoming an
award-winning music composer for television, film, & commercials. Their own
experiences with healthcare compelled them to create What Makes Your Heart Sing?
They saw the power of the arts in healing.
Read more

Gary Malkin
Gary Malkin is an award-winning composer, public speaker, and performer who
inspires the world to embrace music as a catalyst for emotional intelligence, healing,
and a more meaningful life. His work redefines the role of the music in healthcare,
long-term care, and corporate America. A multiple Emmy, Clio, and ASCAP award
recipient, Gary has spent three decades composing music for film, television,
commercials and socially responsible documentaries, preparing him to create
innovative musical solutions for many of the challenges facing our society. Through the
life-affirming company Wisdom of the World, he and music healing pioneer Michael
Stillwater co-created the globally acclaimed CD/bo
Read more
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